CREATE YOUR OWN MOOD

CHROMOTHERAPY
WHIRLPOOL BATHS
IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THE THERAPEUTIC QUALITIES OF COLOUR

Colour, like bathing, is a sensory experience. It can stimulate, relax, soothe, regenerate and refresh. As the scent of bath salts or the flicker of candles can influence our bathing experience, so can the powerful psychological properties of colour. Immerse yourself in a pool of colour and your mind and body are infused with the qualities that each individual shade brings.

ABOUT CHROMOTHERAPY

WHAT COLOUR IS YOUR MOOD?

According to specialists in colour therapy, each of the seven colours of the spectrum resonate with one of the body’s chakras (spiritual energy centres) to bring a sense of composure and equilibrium.*

VIOLET (the crown) promotes enlightenment, revelation, and spiritual awakening whilst soothing the internal organs, relaxing muscles and calming the nervous system.

INDIGO (the brow) acts as a calming sedative, promoting intuition and is said to be helpful in controlling bleeding and abscesses.

BLUE (the throat) encourages communication and knowledge, and, thanks to its de-toxifying effect, it is used to treat liver disorders and jaundice.

GREEN (the heart) produces a feeling of calm that is considered effective in ulcer treatment and, because of its seemingly antiseptic properties, the alleviation of bacterial infections.

YELLOW (the solar plexus) stimulates wisdom and clarity, and is thought to have decongestant and antibacterial action whilst invigorating both the digestive and lymphatic system.

ORANGE (the sacral, pelvis/groin area) arouses enthusiasm and sexual stimulation, and is considered to possess antibacterial properties and provide relief for digestive discomforts.

RED (the base of the spine) imparts energy, empowerment and motivation, and is believed to improve circulation and stimulate red blood cell production.

* These explanations are based on traditional usage and should be used as a guide only. Always consult a medical professional for advice.
CHROMOTHERAPY LIGHTING – A BLEND OF ANCIENT WISDOM AND MODERN TECHNOLOGY

Colour therapy can be traced back to the Vedic masters of ancient India and the Egyptian healers on the banks of the Nile. Their treatments were based around the spectrum of colours that make up sunlight, and an understanding of how the different properties of each colour affects our moods and general wellbeing.

Psychiatrists today are able to pinpoint the effect colour has on our mind and body, and the role it has in maintaining a balanced mental and physical state. Increasingly present in the fields of alternative medicine and natural healing, colour therapy is being used to treat a variety of conditions including stress, depression and lack of energy.

Now, Pegasus have developed a range of Chromotherapy Whirlpool Baths that allow you to combine the healing energies of colour with the comfort of a luxurious bath.

RELAX, RECUPERATE AND REVIVE IN A PEGASUS CHROMOTHERAPY BATH

There’s much more to a Pegasus chromotherapy bathing system than the beneficial effects of colour therapy. Our beautifully designed baths provide a personal paradise where you can escape the world, soothe your body and calm your mind.

As well as 6 adjustable chromotherapy jets supplying energising light across the spectrum, all our chromotherapy baths incorporate microjets in the back and foot areas to deliver intense hydrotherapy around the entire body. All this is incorporated in a Superdeep design (minimum 400mm deep), allowing full-body immersion for the ultimate bathing experience.

Add to this the Pegasus range of low foaming aromatherapy bath oils, all superior blends containing 3% essential oils, and you have the most effective means of releasing the full potential of essential oils to work on both the mind and body.

So whether you want to unwind in an atmosphere of tranquillity, soothe aching muscles, stimulate your mind... or just enjoy the fun of a Whirlpool, Pegasus chromotherapy baths provide the complete solution.

* While colour therapy may be an effective treatment for promoting relaxation and overall well-being, and as an adjunct, or complementary therapy in treating some disorders and illnesses, individuals with serious chronic or acute health problems should not rely solely on the therapy for treatment and should seek the advice of a qualified medical practitioner.
SOAK UP THE CHROMOTHERAPY EXPERIENCE IN A LUXURY WHIRLPOOL BATH

The elegant Pegasus Chromotherapy baths incorporate:

A total of 15 or 16 venturi jets (depending on shape of bath) delivering intense Hydrotherapy for optimum relaxation.

Jet Layout: 5 back micro-jets in the back area for lumbar massage, 3 highflow jets with integral RGB Chromotherapy lights on either side of the bath, and, depending on the shape of the bath, either four or five micro-jets in the feet area to complete the all-round hydromassage effect.

Control: In addition to on/off control of the whirlpool pump, the touch sensitive control pad gives control over the lighting experience. Simply select a blend of light to suit your mood from the 12 colours available or simply select the lights to cycle through the twelve available colours. The back jets have a separate air turbulence control to ensure the comfort for the bather. The Chromotherapy jets on the side of the bath are each individually controllable by rotating the directional nozzle from “maximum” to “off”.

All Pegasus whirlpool baths are of a superdeep design to enable full-body immersion, enhancing relaxation and maximising the therapeutic experience.

....All in a durable bath constructed from 5mm white Acrylic sheet reinforced with Grp for additional strength, an encapsulated baseboard*, a modern pop-up-waste with pump connection to ensure total drainage of the superquiet European 1.5 horsepower TUV approved pump.

*Except the Pegasus Compact bath.

PEGASUS CHROMATHERAPY BATHS

PEGASUS ADONIS

PEGASUS EROS

PEGASUS APOLLO

PEGASUS SHOWERBATHS

PEGASUS SPACESAVER

PEGASUS COMPACT

PEGASUS DIANA, ATHENA AND HELENA
Pegasus OverFlow Bath filler and Pop-up-Waste (upgrades)
A stylish solution allowing the bath to be filled from the Overflow either by using a Pegasus “Lever” or “Joystick” bath mixer valve.

Pegasus Lever Bath Mixer Valve
(Reference 30/LEVER/86)

Pegasus Joystick Bath Mixer Valve
(Reference 30/JOYSTICK/86)

Pegasus Combined Overflow Bath Filler and Pop-Up Waste
(Reference 32/PUBW2/86)

PEGASUS ADONIS
Whirlpool Bath 1700 x 700 x 440
(Reference 04/AD/C16/86)
Our standard size bath is the Adonis, but there is nothing standard about its depth at a super 440mm. New to the market is our Eros bath which at 1700 x 700 is standard sized but double ended but even deeper. The Apollo is an ever popular bath with the extra two inches width for spacious luxury.

PEGASUS EROS
Whirlpool Bath 1700 x 700 x 450
(Reference 04/ER/C16/86)

PEGASUS APOLLO
Whirlpool Bath 1700 x 750 x 450
(Reference 04/AP/C16/86)
PEGASUS COMPACT
Whirlpool Bath (righthand), plus Panel
1500 x 1060 x 400
(Reference 04/OSC/RH/C16/86)

Compact Baths: Small on the outside, large on the inside and hugely indulgent!

Don’t let limited bathroom space stop you enjoying the full chromotherapy/ hydrotherapy experience. The Pegasus Compact bath is beautifully designed to incorporate all the qualities of their larger counterparts – 15 whirlpool jets including 6 colour-changing chromotherapy jets – to make the most out of even the tightest of bathroom spaces.

PEGASUS COMPACT
Whirlpool Bath (lefthand), plus Panel
1500 x 1060 x 400
(Reference 04/OSC/LH/C16/86)

The total height of the Compact Bath including panel is 520mm.
The Pegasus Spacesaver does exactly what it says allowing the luxury of a corner bath in a small bathroom but still allows the bather to recline in the luxury of its 1700mm length. The wider end of the bath allows additional space for the installation of a shower and our purpose made showerscreen.

PEGASUS SPACESAVER
Chromotherapy Bath (right hand), plus panel
1700 x 800 x 400
(Reference 04/OSC/RH/C16/86)
Showerscreen available

The total height of the Spacesaver Bath including panel is 540 mm.
PEGASUS SHOWERBATH 1500
Whirlpool bath, Showerscreen & front Panel,
1500 X 700/800 X 400
(Reference 04/SH3/LH/C16/86)

Combine a spacious shower with a full-size bath for all-round luxury and practicality.

Requiring little more space than a standard bath, the Showerbath combines a spacious showering facility with a luxurious bath in a single, stylish and space-saving arrangement. The bath contains 15 Chrome venturi jets with micro-jets strategically placed for the back and feet, chrome controls, front panel and chrome shower screen. End panel and back panel for shower screen available as optional extras.

PEGASUS SHOWERBATH 1700
Whirlpool bath, Showerscreen & front Panel,
1675 X 750/850 X 400
(Reference 04/SH1/RH/C16/86)

Right and Left handed versions available. *Left hand shown above, right hand below.*

Showerscreen
1500 x 770
Total height including bath is 2060
PEGASUS DIANA
Whirlpool Bath 1800x800x460
(Reference 04/DI/C16/86)

PEGASUS ATHENA
Whirlpool Bath 1800x900x460
(Reference 04/AT/C16/86)

PEGASUS HELENA
Whirlpool Bath 1900x900x460
(Reference 04/HE/C16/86)

Stretch out in our biggest baths for unrestricted bathing pleasure

To truly lose yourself in the experience of a chromotherapy whirlpool bath, you need the unfettered luxury of the Diana, Athena and Helena. Here you can enjoy the full range of features found in Pegasus baths – 16 whirlpool jets including 6 colour-changing chromotherapy jets – and bask in their generous proportions for a more relaxing soak.

MTV’s TV programme “Pimp My Ride” demonstrated the versatility of our Pegasus Chromotherapy baths when they installed one into the back of a Volkswagen Pickup. The bath was fitted with our 16 jet Chromotherapy Whirlpool system giving the lucky winner, Jono from Ireland, the most relaxing bathing experience on four wheels!

PEGASUS SECRET RADIO
Reference 37/SECRET RADIO

This unique radio turns your Pegasus bath into a stereo speaker and lets you tune into your favourite music station.
AROMATHERAPY BATH OILS

Mildly foaming, fragrant bath oil formulae blended especially for use in Whirlpool and Air-Spa baths...with 3% Essential oils! The air and water action of a whirlpool bath is one of the most effective means of releasing the true potential of essential oils to work on both the mind and body. In addition, a whirlpool bath continually re-circulates the bath water ensuring even distribution of any essential oils added to the bath, thereby promoting:

**ABSORPTION** - The bubbling action of a whirlpool bath softens the skin and opens the pores, enabling the body to easily absorb essential oils.

**INHALATION** - The millions of bubbles created by the whirlpool system carry small molecules of the oil, gradually rising to the surface where they are transformed into a steamy vapour just above the water. The bather benefits by inhaling this aromatherapy vapour, rich in essential oils.

**RELAXATION** - The gently swirling waters of a hydro-massage system relax muscles and ease away the aches, pains, stresses and strains of the day. This promotes a sense of well being and sound sleep which in turn creates a relaxed body and mind, on which the essential oils can work to maximum effect.

A choice of blends to meet every need

**AFTERSPORT** blended with: EUCALYPTUS, LAVENDER & WINTERGREEN

**ACHES & PAINS** blended with: CHAMOMILE, LAVENDER, ROSEMARY & SPANISH JUNIPER

**ARTHRITE** blended with: FENNEL, GINGER, JUNIPER & Refined WINTERGREEN

**COLD & FLU** blended with: EUCALYPTUS, PEPPERMINT & PINE NEEDLE

**EXOTICA** blended with: DARK ORIENTAL MUSK & INDIAN SANDALWOOD

**MEN** blended with: BENZOIN, CEDARWOOD plus SIBERIAN GINSENG

**RELAXATION** blended with LAVENDER, LITSEA, SANDALWOOD & VALERIAN ROOT

**REVITALISING** blended with: LEMON GRASS, LITSEA & SPANISH ORANGE

**SEDUCTION** blended with: REAL INDIAN JASMIN ABSOLUTE

**SENSUALITY** blended with: DAMASK ROSE, JASMIN & ORANGE FLOWER ABSOLUTES

**SKINCARE** blended with: ROSEWOOD, SANDALWOOD & oils of MARIGOLD & VANILLA

**STEAM TOO!** Just add a few drops to the base of your steam cubicle and let the essential oils set to work.

These simple-to-use products are ideal for the regular cleansing and sanitizing of any WHIRLPOOL system.
**WHIRLPOOL TECHNICAL DETAILS:**

Pump: 1.5 Horsepower TUV approved.

Waste: Modern Pop-up-waste with pump drain.

Both microjets and Chromotherapy jets are venturi jets (air and water mixed)

5 micro-jets placed in back area

4 micro-jets placed in feet area for single ended baths

5 micro-jets placed in feet area for double ended baths

6 Chromotherapy Light Jets placed three jets either side of bather

Dual “Silent” Air Turbulence controls drawing warm air from under the rim of the bath and allowing separate control over back jets

Chromotherapy jets are individually controllable for both direction and power, power can be regulated on each jet between maximum and off.

Touch sensitive control pad giving control over Whirlpool on/off, Light on/off, individual colour selection, Sequence through all 12 available colours.

Chromotherapy jets incorporate individual chromotherapy lights – Light source is RGB with a life expectancy of 100,000 hours and a lumen output approximately twice that of its LED equivalent.

All baths are manufactured in white acrylic, Chromotherapy colouring are for illustration purposes only. All fittings are chrome plated.

Pegasus Whirlpool Baths are normally supplied without tap holes, allowing you and your installer to choose your own position once the bath is on site. Holes can be pre-drilled if required.
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